Canon Europe is an integral part of the Canon Group, selling to more than 100 countries in Europe, the Middle East and Africa, and generating nearly one-third of Canon's global sales revenue.

The Challenge

Canon's Business Solutions division (CBS) develops IT products, solutions and services for the office and professional print environments. CBS is strongly client-oriented and account-driven and, for these reasons, the role of Solution Business Consultant was created to provide technical input and support to Account Managers during the sales process.

After the role began to be implemented, it became clear that the Consultants could enhance their effectiveness by conveying the technical aspects to the client more concisely. Jonathan Smith, Canon Europe’s Learning & Development Manager, summed up the challenge, “The Consultants support the Account Manager who is the key relationship builder, but doesn’t have the technical knowledge. The Consultants understand the technical side, but also need to sell it to the client as part of the ‘solution building’, so they have to know how to present to people who don’t have that background”. Smith felt the first priority was to strengthen the Consultants’ writing abilities, and the resource he selected for the required training was the Learning Tree Management Institute.

The Learning Tree Solution

The first step Canon Europe took was to run the Learning Tree Management Institute Course, Business and Report Writing, as a pilot program. Based on the feedback from both the Solution Business Consultants and the management team, they felt their technical writing could use polishing as well. After working closely with Learning Tree, the course was redesigned and customised to include elements from another Learning Tree Management Institute Course, Technical Writing Introduction. The combination struck exactly the right balance.

In addition to becoming a prerequisite for the position, the course has also been incorporated into Canon Europe’s accreditation process, which tests the candidates on their ability to put together a proper business solution and frame it in written form. Passing is mandatory to assume the role.

The Results

For Canon Europe, the Learning Tree Management Institute did more than provide a course to enhance the writing skills of their technical Consultants. Smith explains, “We are a pan-European head office, and one of the constant headaches that we get is the ability to deliver in local languages, so any partner that we work with from a training perspective has to be able to deliver a consistent programme in a whole range of languages”. To date, the Learning Tree Management Institute has successfully presented the course in Spain, Germany, Sweden, France, the UK and Norway.

Another byproduct of the course is that it has provided a framework for report writing that has been adopted by all of Canon Europe, further aligning the sales efforts of the various countries. For Smith, Learning Tree provided the best of all possible worlds: “Other management trainers can go in, but when you put them in front of technical people, it’s a tough crowd. The Learning Tree Management Institute satisfied our needs because they could do both — speak the technical language with credibility and deliver the soft skills training effectively”.
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Get Training at Substantial Cost Saving for Your Organisation
If your organisation has a group of employees with similar training needs, consider On-Site Training at your location. Whether you require a single course for a small team or extensive training for your entire workforce, On-Site Courses offer you a significant saving, ideal locations and exceptional convenience with the same Learning Tree quality enjoyed in our Education Centres worldwide.

You Get a Complete “Turnkey” Training Solution
From first step to last, you can count on Learning Tree to execute your on-site training expertly. Every On-Site Course delivers the same superb hands-on instruction course attendees receive in Learning Tree Education Centres. Best of all, Learning Tree provides a complete package: instructor consultation, tailored content, comprehensive course materials, hardware, software, networking systems, and MagnaLearn™, our proprietary Instructional Enhancement Technology.

Course Participants Enjoy a Hassle-Free Experience
Learning Tree On-Site Courses offer your staff the convenience of training close to home. Course attendees are able to keep their usual work and commuting schedules. Plus, since a typical course requires 25–35 hours per week in the classroom, participants can take advantage of before- and after-class hours to stay on top of their most time-sensitive projects.

Train Under the Guidance of Expert Instructors
Learning Tree instructors are the finest in the training industry. You can count on instructors who are experts in the subjects they teach. Each is a practising professional who works full time in industry and teaches part time for us. Our instructors have the experience to answer the most challenging questions. And they are able to provide real-world solutions to real-world problems. Our attendees give our instructors an average rating of 3.86 on a 4.00 scale.

Tailor Your Course Content
Learning Tree will arrange a pre-course conference call with your course coordinator and our instructor to ensure course content is aligned with your training objectives. You will enjoy a consultative relationship in which the course presentation is tailored to fit your organisation’s objectives and the knowledge base of your attendees.

Courses Anywhere and Anytime You Want Them
All Learning Tree Courses are available for presentation on site at your locations, anywhere in the world. We can tailor any combination of 157 courses at one or more locations to your timetable and requirements. We can deliver on-site training anywhere you require, even on very short notice.

Your Satisfaction Is Guaranteed
Every On-Site Course delivers an effective and enjoyable Active Training experience for your entire team, and this commitment is backed by our unconditional guarantee—unless you feel 100% satisfied that Learning Tree delivered even more than you expected, there is no fee for the course.
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Organisations with a group of employees who have similar training needs can benefit by holding Learning Tree Courses on site.

Get Your On-Site Training Programme Started Today
Let us know your organisation’s specific needs and we will spring into action. Your Account Manager can schedule a single course or help you plan a comprehensive training programme.

Call 0800 316 3102

Productivity through Education®